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Use and abuse of scientific output
in scientific outreach

and researcher’s training in science communication



Science communication is more than (popularized) 
scientific information:

• Getting and keeping the attention of a non-captive audience

• Building a bridge between scientists and non-scientists
• Through interactions and dialogue, beyond transmission (and the 

« deficit model »)

• Taking into account other types of knowledge

• In a particular social and cultural context

What is science communication ? (1)



Scientific communication entangled with purpose(s) 
and intent(s)

• Being convincing about the value of one’s research

• Being convincing about the value of science in the public debate

• Advocating for a research project, a discipline, an institution, ...

• Advocating for (more) science funding

• Advocating for careers in STEM

• Persuading the audience to adopt new behaviors and engage into 
action

What is science communication (2)?



Use of rhetoric and argumentation in
science communication (training)

Rhetoric as the faculty of observing in any given case the available 
means of persuasion (Aristotle, Rhetoric)
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Using without abusing (1)
Transparency about the objectives

•Clarifying the purpose(s) and intent(s)
• at individual level (inventio of the most adequate means)
• at institutional/organizational level

• Science communication training organized by/for the 
communication department of the university

• Science communication training organized by/for the PhD 
Training cell



• Master the art of analogy (metaphor, example, comparison)
• The right analogy is always a trade-off

Using without abusing (2)
Arguments (Logos)
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• Avoid excessive emotion and sensational story telling

Using without abusing (3) :
Pathos
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Using without abusing of rhetoric (3) : pathos



• Tell the story of your research

Using without abusing of rhetoric (3) :
Excess of pathos
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• Show empathy

Using without abusing of rhetoric (3)
Pathos
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=35&v=4PFvVN_s-AU&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=35&v=4PFvVN_s-AU&feature=emb_logo


• Clarify the limits of one’s expertise
• Scientist (in the field)

• Engaged scientist (in the field)

• Public intellectual (risk of ultracrepidarianism)

• (Scientifically informed) citizen (risk of argument from authority)

Cologna, V., Knutti, R., Oreskes, N., & Siegrist, M. (2021). Majority of German 
citizens, US citizens and climate scientists support policy advocacy by climate 
researchers and expect greater political engagement. Environmental Research 
Letters, 16(2), 024011.

Using without abusing (4)
Ethos



Using without abusing (4)
Ethos

“Scientists need to talk about the values that motivate them and shape 
the science they do. In many cases, scientists’ values are less different 
from the people who are rejecting science than you might think. And 
where values overlap, trust can be built.”

(Naomi Oreskes, Science Historian,
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2019/nov/03/naomi-oreskes-
interview-why-trust-science-climate-donald-trump-vaccine) 

https://www.theguardian.com/science/2019/nov/03/naomi-oreskes-interview-why-trust-science-climate-donald-trump-vaccine


Using without abusing (5)
Engaging in the (social) media
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Using without abusing (5)
Engaging in the (social) media

• Make a conceptual difference between 
• Controversies

• Possibility of (partial) consensus

• Participants’ opinions may evolve

• Participants agree to disagree eventually

• Polemics
• Confrontation of opinions

• Ad Hominem argumentation

• Absence of any cooperative mindset

• Engage in controversies (if you wish so) but avoid polemics



Some final thoughts
• Rhetoric and argumentation are useful

• For the practice of science communication
• For theorizing and being reflexive about science communication practices
• For providing a frame to the « science of science communication »

• Science communication as a particularly complex activity
• Combining research outputs (epistemic information) with rhetoric and 

argumentation
• Finding the most adequate trade-off (using - not abusing - epistemic information)
• Case by case approach needed

• Science communication training as an opportunity to discuss with scientists 
the best trade-off, according to the case


